
SINCE 1950



Enjoy thE largEst linkEd 
ski arEa in thE world...



... with 600 kilometers of prepared 
slopes stretching from the Mont Blanc 
Massif in the north to the les Ecrins 
Massif in the south, as well as a unique 
view over the swiss and italian alps that 
the three Valleys offer.

at the heart of the mountains, time is an 
absolute master. it forges personalities, 
enhances the age-old beauty of trees 
and chalets, chisels the snow-capped 
peaks, shapes heritage and perpetuates 
traditions.

COURCHEVEL 1850



An EnCHAnting REtREAt

Experience a new way of life in the 
oldest and most exclusive boutique 

hotel of Courchevel 1850,  where 
every detail is designed to make you 

feel immediately “at home” 
and share our philosophy of true 

luxury: a blend of intimacy and space, 
service and discretion, serenity and 

celebration, shopping and skiing, family 
momentum and time for yourself. 

For a weekend or several weeks, 
we offer you an exceptional and 
enchanting retreat of 9 private and 
prestigious apartments unique in the 
French alps. 
discover our original “haute couture” 
interior design and bespoke services, 
share the ultimate luxury with family 
and friends: Be in the heart of the 
resort, with immediate access to the 
most attractive brands right below 
the hotel, ski directly from one of the 
3 main slopes, or host private dinners 
with a dedicated Chef.

MAniFEStO
BECAUSE LiFE iS MAdE UP OF PRECiOUS MOMEntS...

The first hotel of the resort built in 1950
... a unique place at the heart of Courchevel 1850



EntER yOUR 
HOME FROM HOME

9 PRiVAtE And 
PREStigiOUS 

APARtMEntS WitH 
StUnning dESign, 

RAnging FROM 
150Sq.M. tO 

300Sq. M.

in each of the 9 apartments, the 
“haute couture” creations of master 
craftsmen and interior designers 
transcend the sphere of simple 
decoration, crossing the path with 
advanced technology. rarity, comfort 
and modernity converge to seduce the 
most discerning tastes with refined yet 
relaxed luxury. rare wood essences, 
exclusive patterns, sensual textures 
and original artwork create a unique 
atmosphere, bathed in a subtle palette 
of colours paying tribute to the 
surrounding natural elements.



in each apartments enjoy a unique atmosphere 
bathed in the opalescent light coming from the bow 

windows and the incandescence of a fireplace.

liVing rooM



the warm and elegant setting of 
the dining room is the ideal alter-
native to enjoy private dinners with 
family or friends, and share the fine, 
inspired cuisine prepared on site by 
a dedicated chef.  to complete this 
epicurean alchemy, each suite has a 
wine cellar, as the subtle aromas of 
a “grand cru” are inseparable from 
a tasty menu.dining ROOM



A REFinEd MOMEnt...
our rUBy apartment offers a smoking 
room where the refined connoisseurs 

will savour the pleasure of a Cohiba or 
a Partagas, accompanied with the deep 

bouquet of an old Cognac… 

iS tHERE AnytHing 

BEttER?



PERFECtiOn 
LiES in dEtAiL...

roundness and curves are 
juxtaposed with right angles to give 
rhythm to the generous volumes of 
space. the most talented craftsmen 
and designers together with the 
fusion of sophisticated and raw 
materials provide the highest 
standard of bespoke refinement.



Each room has its own personality, 
with tailor-made furniture, exclusive 
photograph, an inspired mix of shades, 

textures, fabrics and patterns echoing 
the sumptuous natural surroundings.

BEd ROOM



Families deserve the utmost attention. 
apart from the services and facilities 
available in each apartment, such as 
the butler, housekeeper and chef on 
request-, professional babysitters, ski 
instructors etc, can be provided to 

accompany and entertain our youngest 
guests while parents enjoy time away 
from their children. whatever the hour, 
time is wonderful for both kids and 
adults.

CHiLdREn



HOSPitALity & 

EXCLUSiVE SERViCE
our collection of jems /apartments 
comes with dedicated and unrivalled 
service, including a personal Butler and 
housekeeper as well as an optional 
Chef in each apartment, at our guests’ 

disposal 24 hours a day. in addition, 
a Concierge whose limit remains at 
our guests’ imagination, to respond to 
every need and desire. 



A wonderland 
of serenity and 
weightlessness.     

revitalise your body and soul 
immerse yourself in a deep world of 
sensuality and sensation. Experience 
an unforgettable moment of health 
and beauty through relaxing massages 
and treatments. discover water as 
bubbles, a steam, jets, a fountain, a rain 
shower… 

tHE SPA By gRAndES ALPES



there is time given by the clocks and 
time measured by the heart and… 
the senses. take a break to enjoy our 

refined cocktails, vintage champagnes 
or unrivalled perfume of century-old 
cognacs in a private and welcoming 

lounge bar. among the impressive 
art books of the surrounding library, 
seated in comfortable tweed sofas, 

forget everything but the pleasure 
of sharing a glamourous or cool 
parenthesis in a stylish setting.

tHE BAR



Experience the unrivalled high-end 
brand in the winter sports sector 
at our lacroix skis Boutique.  the 
textile collection is as comfortable 
as attractive: technical fabrics, stylish 

cuts, refined patterns. A collection of 
silhouettes that brings together the 
rules of performance and of elegance 
in stunning outfits. 

our exclusive rent service will also 
offer you the incomparable sensations 
of the lacroix’ skis, through a large 
choice of rare, outstanding technical 

product lines. once equipped, you 
can leave on skis to catch the perfect 
powder from one of the 3 main slopes 
directly from the hotel.

Ski-SERViCE 



in 1990, the grandes alpes created a 
mall of 25 luxury boutiques and stores 
in an unmatched location… below 
the hotel. in this privileged area,  the 
most tremendous brands offer their 

latest collections. a unique and relaxed 
way to shop between two exciting 
escapades in the most happening, hot 
spots of Courchevel.

A CHEF in EACH 
APARtMEnt

SHOPPing



inFOS
ski service
lacroix skis Boutique
your equipment prepared and 
directly available on the slopes on 
request.

shopping
a mall of 25 international boutiques 
and stores offering prestigious brands, 
with their latest collections:
Bompard, Chopard… (à completer)

art de vivre
the denali restaurant
the lounge
the smoking room ?

24-hour room service
24-hour shuttle service
(autres à déterminer)

spa by grandes alpes
the spa is open every day from
10 am to 8 pm
swimming pool
sauna 
steam room
Fitness centre
hair dressing

grandes alpes Private hotel & spa 
*****
BP n°1 – rUE dE l’EglisE
73120 CoUrChEVEl 1850
tel: +33 (0)4 79 00 00 00
contact@grandesalpes.com
www.grandesalpes.com


